The impedance of a circular loop in an in sulated cavity immersed in a condu ctin g m edium is di sc ussed_ The r esults given in a n earlier paper are exten d ed .
In an earlier pltper [Wait, 1957] , l an analysis was given fo), the problem of an insubted circ ular loop immersed in a co nd uctin g medium. It is the purpose of this note to present some gen eralized formulas for the self impedance of the circular loop. At the same time, certain corrections in the original equations are made.
For convenience of the r ead er , t he model is briefl y described_ With respect to a sp herical coordinate system (1', (J , cp), the loop is at (J = {3 and 1' = b_ The insulating cavity which s urrounds the loop is b ounded by 1' = (L , where a > b. The electrical co nstants of the insulating material are ~o and /J. , wher eas the surrounding medium h as constants ~, IT, and /J..
The impedan ce of the loop in free space is d en oted Zo, which is assumed known. On the other hand , th e impedance of the loop inside the cavity is given by Z = Zo+ L'lZ, where !1Z is the in cremen tal change resulting from t he f-inite siz e of t he cavity_ The expression for !1Z is given by (1) where 1 is the cunent (ass um ed constant) in the loop while A s is the secondary part of the vector potential given b y (3) of the previous p aper [Wait, 1957] . Under the assumption th a t the diameter of the cavity is small compared with the free-space wavelength, the cOlTected version of (1 3) from the previous paper reads
where
associated Legendre poly nomial of order n, and k n(z) is a modified spherical Hankel fun ction. The latter is d efin ed by
To gain som e insigh t into these r esults, th e function a n is expressed as an ascending series in powers o[ (-ya) which itself is co mplex [or conducting media. Thus, we require that 
To obtain the desired series, each of th e p oly n omials in the quotient in the above expression is written in ascending powers of (2z) , which is followed by a tedious long division _ This leads to the following results: 
It is also worth noting that
To obtain the corresponding series expansion for S n, the expansion for a n is inserted into (3). Then, after carrying out another tedious long division, one finds that
In particular (n = 3, 4, 5 . . . ) (n = 2) (7/. = 1).
Neglecting terms above k = 2 in (8) , it follows that
which is certainly valid when I,),a l< <1. Using this resul t and specializing to the centrally located loop (i.e., 8= (3 = 7r/2), it follows from (2) that
where S = 7rb 2 is the area of the loop. It should be noted that even terms in the expansion vanish for this case. Retaining just the first two terms of (9) (10) that (11) which agrees with a result [Wait, 1952] 2 derived from energy considerations. It confirms the conclusion that the power radiated from a small loop varies inversely as the first power of the radius of the cavity. The finite size of the loop does not essentially modify this conclusion.
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